
DAILY  HOMEWORK FOR CLASS-3  

 DATE-14/7/2020  

*   

 English language 

  

Write- 1.Do exercise no.1,2 in your language book. (If you have  any problem you can ask questions on whatsup group) 

Activity- Write and draw two examples of all kinds of nouns.(do in your fair copy) 

********* 

 Video- The Noun  

********* 

 English literature  

 

1.Write the Answer of the following 

Q1.In the poem , what is as green as grass? 

Q2.Why is a ruby compared to blood? 

Q3. How is opal similar to a flint ?  

(Note Write the answers in you H.W Register) 

********* 

 Video-The flint  

********* 

 

 Hindi-  

 

                     

1.              

4.               -                                   ग                          

5.                               
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     -       
       -ग       
 

********* 

 

 Video - 1      औ          

********* 

 

 Maths  

Exercise:-3  

Q. 19, 20 and 21 do in practice register.  

 

********* 

 Vedio: Numbers (upto ten thousand) part -6.  

********* 

 

 Science*  

( chapter 1) 

Write- 

A. 2 Things that are not alive ,they do not move breath ,grow ,need food and water ,nor do they reproduce or feel.  

Examples chair, table book, pen ,pencil etc 

 



******** 

 Video- chapter 1 ( part 2)  

********* 

 

 S.st  

 

•Fill in the blanks. 

1) There are __ planets in the solar system. 

2) The smaller companions of the planets are their____. 

 

•Name the following. 

1)  Heavenly bodies: 

Q1) Write a short note on the Akash Ganga. 

 

******** 

 Video- The universe  

 ********* 

 

 COMPUTER:-  

Write - 

A.3 Computer works by combining input , processing and output .All the main parts of computer system are involved in 

one of these three process. For example -step 1. Take a sharpener and pencil (input) 

Step 2. Sharpen  the pencil with sharpener. (Processing). 

Step 3.Your pencil is sharpened (output). 

 

********* 

 Video: Computer:A Machine Part-2  

********* 

 G.k  

1.Write all questions ans answers in your g.k copy. 

********* 

 Video- General awareness part-1  

********* 

 

 

 Learn  

 Engish  language  

1. Learn the definition of singular and plural. 

 

 English literature 

 

Learn -Question & Answer  from chapter 1. 

 

 Hindi language  

1.                                            

 

 Maths  

Learn table 12 and 13. 

 

 Computer 

Learn the written work. 

 Science 

Learn answer 1 and 2 of chapter 1. 

 

Sst           Learn the written work. 

 G.k          1. Learn all questions and answers. 


